COMpact 4000: configuration example for the integration of modern communication

- Internet / VPN tunnel
- Integrated Voicemail and fax server (20 boxes each)
- Standard SIP phones / soft clients
- COMfortel IP DECT
- IP door intercom (with video)
- COMfortel WS-400 IP
- COMfortel M-100/M-210/M-310
- Home automation
  - Home server
  - Lighting
  - Heating
- VoIP trunk lines 1...8
- FXS/analogue 1...8
- FXO 1...4
- BRI 1...3
- S0/U90 1...2
- S0/U90 3...6
- Maximum: 10 trunk lines

Alternative:
- TFS-Dialog 200/300/400
- a/b Audiobox
- Integrated voicemail and fax server (20 boxes each)

Option:
- COMfortel system phones
- COMfortel 600
- COMfortel 2600
- COMfortel 1600